ICSSR Sponsored two-week Capacity Building Programme on
Academic Writing and Publication Processes
for early career teachers and researchers

Organised by: Department of Economics, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi
(01.12.2022 to 14.12.2022)

Knowledge Partners: Biodiversity Collaborative (BC) and Indian Society for Ecological Economics (INSEE)

Applications are invited from Teachers (preferably Lecturers and Assistant Professors) and Researchers in a UGC recognized Indian University/ Deemed to be University/ College/ Institutes of National Importance or ICSSR Research Institutes for participation in an ICSSR sponsored two-week capacity building programme (CBP) on ‘Academic Writing and Publication Processes’, organised by the Department of Economics, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi 110025 with Biodiversity Collaborative (BC) and Indian Society for Ecological Economics (INSEE) as knowledge partners between 01.12.2022–14.12.2022 (both days inclusive).

Interested teachers and researchers can find further details related to this CBP at https://www.jmi.ac.in/bulletinboard/eventmodule/latest/detail/2792/22969 (Programme Webpage) and on ICSSR sponsored CBPs at https://icssr.org/training-and-capacity-building.

Application window will open for 45 days on 01.09.2022. Applicants will be required to submit a (draft) research output (v.1) with a strong social science component and connect with (a set of) UN Sustainable Development Goals, Targets and Indicators. Academic rigour, logical consistency and expository clarity of v.1 will enjoy a higher weightage than others in the process of preparation of the list of successful applicants. It will be subjected to plagiarism check with a 6-word string. Those in violation of the UGC Ethical Guidelines (for research and submission of Ph.D. thesis) will not be considered further (more than 10% similarity). Interested applicants may refer to the template of the form on the Programme Webpage to note all the requirements.

Successful applicants are likely to be informed on 20.10.2022. A waiting list will be released, if any, on 27.10.2022 (indicative date)

Maximum number of participants shall be 30 [10 each from (a) NCT of Delhi, (b) NCR but outside of NCT Delhi, and (c) outside of NCR; location of the institution as included in the bonafide certificate submitted during the application process (item no. 11A) will be used for this categorisation]. Three separate and mutually exclusive lists will be prepared.

Accommodation will be made available (on need basis) for participants from outside of NCR between 30.11.2022, 10:00 hrs (IST) to 15.12.2022, 10:00 hrs (IST) at Nehru Guest House on shared basis. Limited support to defray travel/transport costs (on need basis) will be extended to participants from outside of NCT of Delhi (i.e., from NCR but outside of NCT of Delhi and also outside of NCR).

All details will be made available on the Programme Webpage. For other than routine matters, interested applicants may write to the Programme Office through <events [dot] economics [at] jmi [dot] ac [dot] in> from their respective institutional email accounts.

Sd/-
Nandan Nawn, Programme Director
Professor, Department of Economics
Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India 110025
Member, Biodiversity Collaborative and Member, INSEE

Sd/-
Savyasaachi, Programme Co-Director
(Former) Professor, Department of Sociology
Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India 110025
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